
The Ultimate Guide to Army Regulation AR
700-142: Type Classification, Materiel Release,
Fielding And
When it comes to the deployment of new equipment or systems in the U.S. Army,
nothing happens without proper authorization and adherence to regulations. In
order to maintain the highest standards of effectiveness and safety, the Army has
developed a comprehensive set of guidelines known as Army Regulation AR 700-
142.

What is Army Regulation AR 700-142?

Army Regulation AR 700-142 is a directive that governs the type classification,
materiel release, fielding, and disposal of Army equipment. It serves as a critical
framework for the Army to ensure that all new equipment introduced into its
inventory undergoes a thorough evaluation and is safely and efficiently integrated
into soldier operations.

The regulation covers a wide range of equipment, including weapons, vehicles,
communication systems, and other materiel. Its primary goal is to ensure that any
new equipment meets the Army's stringent standards for quality, performance,
and reliability.
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The Importance of Type Classification

Type classification is a fundamental aspect of Army Regulation AR 700-142. It
involves the rigorous process of determining the suitability, survivability, and
effectiveness of new equipment. Type classification assigns a specific category to
each equipment based on its capabilities and functions.

Why is this important? Well, type classification serves as a benchmark for
assessing the readiness and capability of the Army. It helps identify gaps in
equipment inventory and allows for proper resource allocation. Furthermore, it
ensures that soldiers are provided with the most advanced and efficient
equipment available.

The Materiel Release Process

Another critical aspect of Army Regulation AR 700-142 is the materiel release
process. This step involves authorizing the of new equipment into the Army's
operational inventory. It ensures that all necessary documentation and testing
procedures have been successfully completed.

During the materiel release process, each equipment undergoes intensive testing
and evaluation to verify its operational effectiveness and safety. This step is
essential to prevent any potential issues that may compromise the performance
or safety of soldiers in the field.

The Fielding Phase

Once an equipment has successfully completed type classification and materiel
release, it enters the fielding phase. This is the stage where the equipment is
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distributed to Army units for operational use. The fielding phase is a complex
process that involves training, logistics coordination, and ensuring seamless
integration of the new equipment into existing infrastructure and operations.

During the fielding phase, the Army collaborates with manufacturers,
commanders, and soldiers to ensure that the new equipment is properly fielded.
This includes conducting training programs, providing technical support, and
gathering feedback for future improvement.

Disposal and Replacement

Army Regulation AR 700-142 also addresses the proper disposal and
replacement of equipment. Just as introducing new equipment is critical, so is the
process of retiring outdated or malfunctioning equipment.

The regulation outlines stringent guidelines for the disposal and replacement of
equipment to ensure environmental and safety compliance. It also addresses the
procedures for transferring excess equipment to other organizations or countries.

In

Army Regulation AR 700-142 is a vital component in ensuring the Army's
readiness and effectiveness. By establishing comprehensive guidelines for type
classification, materiel release, fielding, and disposal of equipment, it enables the
Army to manage and maintain a robust inventory of cutting-edge tools and
systems.

As technology continues to evolve, the Army will continue to rely on Army
Regulation AR 700-142 to stay ahead of the curve and ensure that soldiers have
the best equipment available to accomplish their missions.



So, the next time you witness the of new equipment in the Army, remember the
significant role played by Army Regulation AR 700-142. It is a testament to the
Army's commitment to excellence and its dedication to providing its soldiers with
the best tools to succeed on the battlefield.
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This regulation, Army Regulation AR 700-142 Type Classification, Materiel
Release, Fielding, and Transfer June 2015, assigns responsibilities and
prescribes policies for the Army’s type classification (TC), materiel release (MR),
materiel fielding, and materiel transfer processes. The TC process ensures that
materiel is acceptable for Army use prior to spending procurement funds at the
Full-Rate Production (FRP) Decision Review. The MR process ensures that Army
materiel is safe, suitable, and supportable. The materiel fielding and transfer
processes ensure the orderly and effective deployment and transfer of Army
equipment, including all necessary logistics support requirements.
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If you're looking to explore the world of plant-based cooking and elevate
your culinary skills to new heights, then "The Chickpea Cookbook" by
Heather Thomas is an essential...
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Mahmoud Mostafa, a seasoned...
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Have you ever stared into your cat's eyes and wondered, "Will my cat eat
my eyeballs?" It's a bizarre question, but one that has crossed the minds
of many pet...
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Are you fascinated by the mysteries of ancient civilizations? Do you find
yourself constantly wondering how our ancestors lived and what secrets
lie buried beneath their...

The Fascinating World of Archaeology in and of
Video Games!
Video games have become an integral part of contemporary culture,
providing immersive experiences and entertainment to millions of gamers
worldwide. However, beyond their...

Add Life To Your Home And Garden: 50 Things
To Know
Do you want to transform your home and garden into a vibrant and lively
space that brings joy and tranquility to your life? Look no further! In this
article, we will...

Body Illness And Ethics Second Edition:
Unmasking the Intersection of Health and
Morality
Health and morality have long been intertwined, forming a complex web
of ethical dilemmas that confront us in the realm of healthcare. In the
second edition of 'Body...
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